An algorithm is developed for finding a close to optimal junction tree of a given graph G. The algorithm has a worst case complexity 0 ( c k n a) where a and c are constants, n is the number of vertices , and k is the size of the largest clique in a junction tree of Gi n which this size is minimized. The algorithm guaran tees that the logarithm of the size of the state space of the heaviest clique in the junction tree produced is less than a constant factor off tl ; e optimal value. When k = O(logn), our algorithm yields a polynomial inference algorithm fo r Bayesian networks.
Introduction
All exact inference algorithms for the computation of a posterior probability in general Bayesian net works have two conceptual phases. One phase handles operations on the graphical structure itself and the other performs probabilistic computations; The junc tion tree algorithm [LS88] requires us to first find a "good" junction tree and then perform probabilistic computations on the junction tree and the method of conditioning [Pe86] requires to find a "good" loop cut set and then perform a calculation using the loop cut set. In [BG94] , we offered an algorithm that finds a loop cutset for which the logarithm of the state space is guaranteed to be a constant factor off the optimal value. In this paper, we provide a similar optimization for the junction tree algorithm.
We shall first restrict our discussion to networks for which all vertices have the same state space size and to the optimality criterion which we call cliquewidth.
The cliquewidth of an undirected graph G is the size of the largest clique in a junction tree of G in which the size of the largest clique is minimized. A more common term is treewidth which is the cliquewidth minus L
To date all methods in the AI and Statistics commu nities for finding a junction tree had no guarantee of performance and could perfo rm rather poorly when presented with an appropriate example. One algo rithm, due to Rose (1974) , is as fo llows: repeatedly, select a vertex v with minimum number of neighbors N(v), delete v fr om the graph, and make a clique out of N ( v) . The resulting sequence of cliques creates a junction tree. This greedy algorithm minimizes the size of each clique as it is being created. However, it could easily make a mistake at the first step that would lead it to a junction tree fa r off the optimal size. An other algorithm, investigated by Kjaerulff (1990) , is simulating annealing which takes a long time to run and has no guarantees on the quality of the output.
Finding an optimal junction tree is NP-complete but for a graph with n vertices and a cliquewidth k there exits an O(nk+ 1) algorithm that finds an optimal junc tion tree [ACP87] . This algorithm is not practical for the size of Bayesian networks dealt in practice.
Other algorithms for finding an optimal junction tree have a complexity of O(f(k)n) where f(k) is a super exponential function of k [Bo93] . These algorithms are practical for cliques of size k = 5 at most. A more practical algorithm for constructing an optimal j unc tion tree when th e largest clique size is 4 is given in [AP86] . For larger values of k there is no algorithm to date that can find the optimum junction tree quickly.
The exponential dependency in k cannot be improved unless P = N P because finding an optimal clique tree fork= O(n) is NP-complete [ACP87] .
Kloks in his book treewidth [Kl94] , which is devoted to finding junction trees in various graphs, gives a poly nomial algorithm that finds a junction tree of a given graph G such that its maximal clique size is at most 12t.log n off optimal where t. is a large unspecified constant (See also, [BGHK91] ). Kloks states that find ing a polynomial algorithm that constructs a junction tree such that its maximal clique is a constant fa ctor off optimal is a major open problem. The importance of this problem stems from the fa ct that many NP complete problems on graphs can be solved polynomi ally if the input graph has a junction tree with fi xed sized cliques and if such a junction tree can be fo und efficiently [Ar85, ALS91] . Some of these problems are: INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, GRAPH K-COLORABILITY, HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT and CON-
Robertson and Seymour [RS95] , among other key re sults, were the first to present an algorithm that finds a junction tree of a given graph G such that its max imal clique size is at most a constant factor off opti mal (They actually used a slightly different concept termed branchwidth). Reed [Re92] presents Robertson and Seymour's algorithm in a more accessible form and shows that its output is always less than 4 times the cliquewidth and the complexity is O(k233kn2). Reed also gives an algorithm that errs by a factor of 5 and has a complexity O(k234kn log n ) . Lagergren [La96] presents efficient parallel algorithms for this problem.
We offer an algorithm that finds a junction tree such that its largest clique is at most (2a: + 1) times the cliquewidth where a is the approximation ratio for any approximation algorithm for the 3-way vertex cut problem. When using a �-approximation algorithm for the 3-way vertex cut problem (a = �) due to [GVY94] , our algorithm's complexity is 0(24·66kn · poly (n)) and it errs by a factor of 3.66 where poly(n) is the running time of linear programming.
When k = O(log n ) , our algorithm, like previous ones, is polynomial. Consequently, it yields a polynomial inference algorithm for the class of Bayesian networks that have a logarithmic cliquewidth. Of course, one does not know a priori what is the cliquewidth of a given network and so a user must terminate the algo rithm if the running time is too long, in which case, however, the running time of exact inference must be quite large as well. We show that for the class of Bayesian networks having a slightly larger than loga rithmic cliquewidth, there exists no polynomial infer ence algorithm unless all NP-complete problems are solvable in less than exponential time.
In Section 3, we describe the algorithm and prove its performance guarantee. This algorithm is made as simple as possible to facilitate the proof. In Section 4, we describe several heuristics that improve the algo rithm's average case performance. In Section 5, we de scribe the changes needed so that the algorithm takes into account vertices with different state space sizes. The modified algorithm guarantees that the logarithm of the size of the state space of the heaviest clique in the junction tree found is less than a constant factor off the optimal value. In Section 6 we describe ex periments made using the graph Medianus I. In most instances our algorithm was superior to au enhanced greedy algorithm both in terms of the largest state space and in terms of the total state space. In Sec tion 7 we discuss the extend to which our results can be improved.
2
The Junction Tree Algorithm
The junction tree algorithm is currently the most practical inference method for Bayesian networks. In this section we provide the relevant highlights of the junction tree algorithm. For D(v) called the state space of v and a probability distribution P( vlpa( v)). The joint distribution of V is given by P(V) = IT vEV P(vlpa(v)).
The updating problem is to compute the posterior prob ability of a certain vertex given specific values to a set of other vertices.
The junction tree algorithm solves the updating prob lem as follows. For every vertex v, it connects every pair of v 's parents and removes the direction of all edges in the graph. The resulting graph is undirected (called the moral graph). Then, the moral graph is tri angulated; edges are added until every cycle of length more than three has a chord. These are called fill-in edges. Once the graph is triangulated (or chordal), a tree of cliques, called the junction tree, is constructed. The junction tree algorithm then loads all probabilities into the junction tree and performs the calculations on the new structure.
Definition Let G = (V, E) be a chordal graph. A junction tree of G i s a tree 1{ such that each maximal clique C of G is a node in H, and for every vertex v of G, if we remove from 1{ all nodes not containing v, the remaining (hyper) graph stays connected.
The single most important step of this algorithm is triangulation. There are many ways to add edges to a given graph until it becomes chordal. In particular, one can simply make a single large clique. However, the time for loading the probabilities and performing the calculations is proportional to the total state space given by LCEH ITvEC ID(v)l, which is dominated by the size of the maximal clique if all vertices have the same state space size. For example, if a maximal clique contains m vertices and if their state space is of size two, then the probability table for this clique is of size 2m. The objective of triangulation is to find a trian gulation such that the maximal clique size is as small as possible. Sections 3 and 4 are doing just that. In section 5, we describe the changes needed in order to account for va rying state space sizes. A natural approach to triangulate a graph G = (V, E) is to use a divide and conquer technique. In each it eration a minimum set of vertices X is found which removal from G splits G into two disconnected com ponents having vertex sets A and B such that AU B U X = V. The set X is called a minimum vertex cut. The algorithm proceeds on the two smaller problems G[X U A] and G[X U B], the subgraphs induced from G by the vertex sets XU A and XU B respectively.
Each subgraph is triangulated such that X becomes a clique in it.
\Vhile this approach yields a triangulated graph, the size of the cliques produced may grow up to an O(n) factor off their initial size if in each step one of the graphs shrinks only by a constant number of vertices and the vertex cut found in each step has many edges connecting it to previously found cuts. Robertson and Seymour, Reed, and Kloks all provide clever modifi cations that prevent the initial clique X from growing beyond a constant factor off its initial size.
We provide an algorithm that is similar to previous ones except that rather than dividing the graph to two subproblems, we divide it to three subproblems. As a procedure, we use an a-approximation algorithm for the 3-way vertex cut problem. The 3-way vertex cut problem is defined as follows: given a weighted undirected graph and three vertices, find a set of ver tices of minimum weight whose removal leaves each of the three vertices disconnected from the other two.
This problem is known to be NP-hard [Cu91] . There exists a simple 2-approximation algorithm, that is, the weight of its output is no more than twice the weight of an optimal 3-way vertex cut. A polynomial 1-approximation algorithm for the 3-way vertex cut problem is reported in [GVY94] (Actually, their algo rithm is a (2 -f)-approximation algorithm that finds k-way vertex cuts).
Our algorithm produces a triangulated graph whose maximal clique size is less than (2a+ 1)k where k is the cliquewidth of G and a is the ratio between the weight of the 3-way vertex cut found by the algorithm we use and the optimal3-way vertex cut. For a = 1, obtained by using Garg et al's algorithm, our approximation algorithm yields a triangulation having a cliquewidth hounded by 3�k.
and B are non-empty sets, such that there are no edges between A, B and C.
The triplet X= {c},A = {a,b}, B = {d,e} and C = 0 is a decomposition of G. Given W = {b, d}, this decomposition is a W-clecomposition of G wrt k = 1 and a = 2. Given W = {b, c}, the triplet X = {d},A = {a,b,c}, B = {e} and C = 0 is not a W decomposition of G wrt (k = 1, a= 2) because I(W n A) u XI= 3.
The triangulation algorithm is given in Figure 1 . In A fast al gorithm for finding junction trees 83
is made a clique and such that the size of the largest clique< (2a + 1)k (Success)
or, a valid stateme nt that the cliquewidth of G is larger than k (Failure). The next two lemmas show that a W-decomposition must exist or the cliquewidth is greater than k, in which case the algorithm outputs correctly this fact. Consequently, a naive way to use this algorithm is to repeatedly call TRIANGULATE(G,0,k) starting with k = 1 and incrementing k by 1 whenever the algorithm fails to triangulate G. In the next section, we provide implementation details and a complexity analysis.
Lemma 1 Given a graph G(V, E) with a cliquewidth � k, lVI � k + 2, and a subset of vertices W, IWI > 1, there exists a decomposition (X, A, B, C) of G such that /X/� k, IW nA/ � �IWI, /W nBI ��/WI and IW n CI � �IW I. To show that this algorithm terminates, we prove that in each step of the algorithm one of two conditions is met. Hereafter, the component which includes the largest part of W will be called the main component. The first condition is that the number of vertices in the main component decreases and the number of vertices of W in the main component does not increase. The second condition is that the number of vertices of W in the main component decreases.
Notice that G[V\Y] has two types of components. One type consist only of vertices in
is among these, the number of vertices is decreased and the number of vertices of W does not increase. The other type of components consist only of vertices of { x} U V \ ( S U X). The total number of vertices of W in this set is less than i I WI because S contains more than half the vertices of W. Hence, in this case, the number of vertices from W in the main component decreases by at least one. Consequently, the algorithm terminates.
Suppose now that X is the final clique considered by this algorithm. If G[V \X] has two or more non empty components, then group them into three sets to form the desired decomposition. Otherwise, there is only one component in G[V \X]. Consequently, the clique X is a leaf in the junction tree T(G). Since lVI con tains at least k + 2 vertices , and there is only one com ponent in G[V \X], there exists a unique cliqueY that contains k -1 vertices of X and which is not a leaf in T(G). The graph G[V \ Y] has at least two connected components and each contains less than half the ver tices of W (because IWI > 1). D Lemma 2 Given an integer k 2: 1, a real number a 2: 1, a graph G(V, E) with lVI 2: (2a + 1)k and a subset of vertices W such that IWI < (a+ 1)k, there exists a W-decomposition (X, A, B, C) of G wrt (k, a) or the cliquewidth of G is larger than k.
Proof: Let G be a graph with a cliquewidth � k. If IWI � 1, then let X be any minimal vertex cut that does not contain a vertex of W. If I X I � k, the resulting decomposition is a W-decomposition wrt (k, a). Otherwise, the cliquewidth is larger than k.
Suppose IWI > 1. Let (X, A, B, C) be a decomposition of G with the properties guaranteed by Lemma 1. We will prove that (X, A, B, C) is also a W-decomposition wrt (k,a). If it were not, then assume that I(WnA)U XI 2: (a+ 1) k, this inequality implies that [W n A\ 2: ak because \XI.� k. But according to Lemma 1, we have IWI 2: 2IW n AI. Consequently, IWI 2: 2ak in contradiction to its given size which is smaller than (o+1)k. Hence , if the cliquewidth ofG � k, then there is a W-decomposition wrt (k, a). Equivalently, if there isn't a W-decomposition wrt (k, a), the cliquewidth must be larger than k. D Theorem 3 If G(V, E) is a graph with n vertices, k 2: 1 an integer, a 2: 1 a real number, and W is a subset of V such that IWI < (a + l)k, then Triangulate(G, W, k) triangulates G such that the ver tices of W foro� a clique and such that the size of a largest clique of the triangulated graph < (2a + 1)k or the algorithm correctly outputs that the cliquewidth of G is larger than k.
Proof: If the algorithm outputs that the cliquewidth of G is larger than k, then this is a valid statement by lemma 2. Assume the algorithm does not produce this output. 
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Implementation and Complexity
The algorithm presented in the previous section can be improved subs tantially by three adjustments: pro cessing the input of the alg orithm, changing the termi nation condition of the recursion, and processing the output of the algorithm. The termination condition of the recursion is that whenever lVI < (2a + l)k a clique is formed out of G. However, instead of a clique, it suffices to produce a junction tree of G in which W is a clique. This step is done by forming a clique of W and then complet ing it to a junction tree of G by any of the known greedy heuristics. The proof of Theorem 3 remains valid without any change. Consequently, the worst case approximation is not affected. However, in many instances the approximation is improved.
The output of the algorithm is a triangulated graph T(G) which is not necessarily minimal. This means that some edges that were added (fill-in edges) might possibly be removed and the resulting graph remains triangulated. Kjaerulff provides an algorithm that, given a triangulation of a graph G and an ordering on its vertices, produces a minimal triangulated graph [Kj 90] . We use Kj aerulff's algorithm with an ordering that is determined as follows. First in the ordering are the simplicial vertices in the order in which they are removed from G. The order of the remaining vertices is determined recursively while running Tri angulate;
In each level of the recursion, the vertices in X \ W follow those in A \ W, those in B \ W and those in C\W.
We now demonstrate the effects of these modifications on the graph depicted in Figure 2 (assuming W = 0). The total complexity of running Triangulate with a given k is the time it takes to find a W -decomposition times the number of nodes in the recursion tree which is at most n. gulate with a given k is 0( 4 (I+et)kn · poly(n)) where a = !, because there are at most 4 IWI choices and IWI < (a + l)k. Since, in the worst case, the algo ritlun is run for i = 1 up to the cliquewidth of G, the total running time is O(I;�= I 42·33in · poly (n))) which is 0(24·66k n · poly(n)). The size of the largest clique in the output is at most 2a + 1 = 3.66 times the cliquewidth.
In a simpler implementation we use a straightforward 2-approximation algorithm for finding a 3-way vertex cut; Find a minimum a-b vertex cut between Va and vb , a minimum vertex cut a-c between Va and Vc and a minimum vertex cut b-c between vb and Vc · The output vertex cut is the union of any two of the three vertex cuts. This output is clearly a 3-way cut and it is at most twice the optimal weight because each of the three cuts weighs less than an optimal 3-way vertex cut . Finding each vertex cut is done using a max flow /min-cut algorithm which takes O(kn2 log n). This algorithm for the 3-way vertex cut is analogous to the one described in [D.JPSY92] for the edge multi way cut. A more clever implementat io n using Reed 's ar gu ments can find an appropriate vertex cut in O(k2n).
Consequently, since a = 2, the total complexity is O(k243kn2) and the largest clique in the output is at most 5 times the cliquewidth.
In practice, our algorithm encountered complexity is substantially less. The set W is almost always less than ( 1 + a) k and in most cases it is less then k which implies that the complexity encountered is pro portional to 22k rather than to 2 4 · 66 k . Furthermore, when a W-decomposition (X, A, B, C) exists, it is of ten the case that W consists of two subsets and the third is empty, in which case the algorithm for fi nding a 3-way vertex cut is not activated (as is the case in the graph of Section 6). In addition, instead of increasing k by one whenever Tri angulate fails on the input k,
we can increase it to the minimal value k* for which a decomposition that was tested wrt (k, a) was found to be a W-decomposition wrt (k*,a) (k* > k).
Finally, note that Theorem 3 provides only a worst case bound of 2a + 1 for the ratio between the size of the largest clique and the cliquewidth of the given graph. However, if for an integer k, Tri angulate pro duces a triangulation having a largest clique of size l and the algorithm fails for k -1 (it is run for i = l..k until in succeeds), then the ratio ljk is an upper bound fo r the ratio between the output and the cliquewidth of G because the cliquewidth must be greater than k -1. This bound is much tighter than 2o + 1 be cause it takes into account the given graph and the specific steps made by Tr iangulate. It is an instance specific posteriori bound rather than a worst case a priori bound. The bound l j k is produced by the algo rithm in order to inform the user about the quality of the junction tree fo und.
The We ighted Problem
It remains to describe the changes needed in order to account for different state spaces of each vertex. The weight w( v) of a vertex v is the logarithm (base 2) of its state space size and the weight of a clique is the sum of the weights of its constituent vertices. Note that the weight of a vertex with a binary state space is 1 and the weight of other vertices is larger than 1. Our optimality criterion is now the weighted cliquewidth of G. The weighted cliquewidth of G is the weight of the heaviest clique in a junction tree of G in which the weight of the heaviest clique is minimized.
To minimize the heaviest clique, we modify the algorithrn as fo llows. We find a weighted W-decornpositian wrt (m, n ) , namely, a decomposition (X, A, B, C) of G = (V, E) , where w(V) 2:::
Once the termination condition is met , namely, w(V) < (2a + 1)m, we ap ply the following greedy algorithm which is called the minimum weight heuristics: repeatedly, select a vert ex 1J which fo rms with its nei g hbors N(v) a set of min imum weight, remove it from the current graph, and make N(v) a clique. We call this modified algorithm W-Tr iangulate.
The following claim holds. Indeed, a more subtle modification of Tr iangu late yields an algorit hm that is exponential in the cliquewidth k ratlHor than in s.
Theorem 5 Let G be a grap h with n vertices hav ing a weighted cliquewidth m and a cliquewidth k.
Then, there exists an algorithm W* -Tri angulate hav ing a complexity of 0 (c k n a), where a and c are con stants, which finds a junction tree such that the weight of its heaviest clique is at most a constant fa ctor off
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The algorit hm W*-Triangulate gets two parameters k and m. In each step, it finds a decomposition which is bounded both by (2o + 2)m and by (2o + 2)k. regarding the logarithm of the total state space.
reported herein) because in all our experiments when ever the weight of W was small, the size was small as well.
Experimental Results
Kjaerulff ( graphs. The worst case upper bound on the ratio be tween the size of the largest clique and the unknown cliquewidth was l/k = 10/6 rather than 3.66 which is guaranteed in theory. Indeed, one cannot hope to improve the junction tree too much on this graph.
We also collected some statistics on the running time complexity. We counted the number of partitions made each time a W-decomposition is constructed.
The count for Medianus I was always fa r less than 4 k rather than 43k which is the worst case bound. The recursion depth was at most 3. The algorithm runs in less than a minute for most graph instances but occa sionally it takes up to two minutes. On these examples Robertson and Seymour's algorithm runs fa ster and obtains identical results.
7
Discus sion
We presented an algorithms that finds a junction tree in which the largest clique is no more than 3.66 times the cliquewidth. If the cliquewidth of G is of size k = O(log n) , then our approximation algorithm is polynomial since its complexity is 0(24 66k n · poly (n)) where poly(n) is the complexity of linear program ming. It is well known that inference in an optimal junction tree with binary variables takes 0(2kn) which is polynomial for a logarithmic cliquewidth. Thus, in ference done using the junction tree produced by our algorithm, as well as by Robertson and Seymour's al gorithm, is guaranteed to be polynomial as well be cause if we err at most by a constant fac tor, the time of inference is at most the optimal time raised to some power and so inference stays polynomial. Note that the heuristic constructions of junction trees which do not guarantee a constant error bound are not polyno mial.
The claim that finding the cliquewiclth of a graph is polynomial if k = 0 (log n) means that for every se quence of graphs Gn,k,. , n = 1, . .. , with n vertices and a cliquewidth k11 , our algorithm finds the cliquewidth in polynomial time if kn < clog n for n 2: no where n0
and c are constants.
The natural question to raise is whether a polynomial inference algorithm exists if the diquewiclth grows a bit fa ster than logarithmic, say k11 = O(log 1+ ' n) for f > 0.
We now show that if a polynomial infer ence algorithm exists for all networks having such a diquewidth growth, then every inference problem can be solved in subexponential time which implies that every NP-complete problem can be solved in s1.1bex ponential time due to Cooper's reduction fr om 3-SAT [Co90] . Let Gl, k , be a sequence of graphs fo r which the cliquewidth grows at a slightly fas ter rate than loga rithmic. Suppose an inference problem is given on each network in this sequence. Examine the network in the sequence with l vertices. Add isolated vertices to the given network. The cliquewidth remains unchanged and is at most l. When enough vertices are added (i.e., l = O(log 1+ ' n)), we use the assumed polynomial inference algorithm to solve the inference problem of the augmented graph which also solves the original inference problem. The complexity of this assumed algorithm is polynomial in n-the number of vertices with the added isolated ones-which is subexponential in l. Consequently, this algorithm solves an arbitrary inference problem in less than exponential time (in 1).
One must emphasize that this negative result means that probably there are some hard graphs for inference among those having a supper logarithmic cliquewidth. We believe that actually all such graphs are hard for inference if the proper conditional tables are used (e.g. polytrees can have an arbitrary large cliquewiclth and they are still solvable for specific conditional tables, i.e. , the noisy-or model [Pe88] ).
Our results could possibly be improved in the fo llowing direction. One extension of our work is to construct an algorithm that finds an optimal junction tree wrt the weighted cliquewidth with a complexity of optimal inference, i.e., 0(2kn), or errs by a factor smaller than 3.66. Our algorithm can yield at best a factor of 3 if an efficient exact algorithm is found for the 3-way ver tex cut problem for graphs with bounded cliquewidth (The existence of such an algorithm is hinted paren thetically in [D.JPSY92] but we have not yet pursued this direction) .
As a final comment, let us shed light on the common utterance used by the AI community, that "inference is easy in sparse graphs" . Recall that if the diquewidth is of size k, then the graph has no more than kn edges (see e.g., Section 4). Hence, sparse graphs in the con text of easy infe rence should mean that the cliquewidth is of size O(log n), which allows a polynomial inference algorithm, and implies that there are no more than O(n log n) edges in the graph.
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